
Education



Residence Hall Lobby

FEATURED
Emarese Lounge and Sofa, Riesi Bench, Diamante Lounge, Love Seat and Sofa, Diamante End Table, Carisio Ottoman, and Sciara Café Chairs



Study, eat, and relax. College students expect more in a residence hall than just a place to sleep. They want 

a space that reflects their style of living and learning. Kwalu furniture, with its warm wood-like finishes, offers 

a wide variety of common area furniture geared specifically to lounge areas, game rooms or a special nook, 

with plush seating for a quiet study spot. Each piece of Kwalu furniture is designed for the environment and 

clientele it serves.



FEATURED
Monserrato Lounge, Brianza Drum Round Coffee Table, Brianza Drum End Table, Carini Sofa, Sciara Café Chairs, and Lumio Base Medium (with Square Top)



Dining

The dining rooms, cafes, coffee houses and snack bars are the most regularly used common areas in  

any college environment. Kwalu offers many dining options and takes great care to ensure each piece is  

fresh and modern in style. Select from chairs with or without arms, café seating, bar and counter stools  

and benches. Whatever the design model, Kwalu offers beautifully crafted dining that is resistant to dings  

and scuffs, and is easily maintained with minimal hassles.



Student Union

FEATURED
Sassari Lounge Chairs, Prizzi Lounge, Monserrato Lounge, Carini Sofa, Carisio Ottoman, and Sciara Café Chairs



The rooms in a college’s Student Union Center are like large living rooms and meeting rooms. The students  

expect the furniture here to be comfortable enough for relaxing and durable enough for social events 

and recreation. Kwalu’s comfortable lounge furniture, with its warm, wood-like finishes and power options,  

is the right collaboration of style, design and connect ability for these spaces. Kwalu’s educational furniture  

provides style that is Designed to Last®. 
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10 Year Warranty

We offer a 10 Year Performance 
Warranty on both construction 

and finish, so the product is 
guaranteed to stay looking like 

new for 10 years. 

Vizient Innovative Technology 
Designated Product 

Atlanta Showroom 
6160 Peachtree Dunwoody Rd.
Bldg. C 
Atlanta, GA 30328 

By appointment only

Chicago Showroom 
222 Merchandise Mart Plaza
11th Floor, Suite 1199 
Chicago, IL 60654 

By appointment only

kwalu.com  1-877 MY KWALU


